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Covid 19 Building Alterations
Lennard-Jones Building
1. A hand sanitiser station to be situated here along with a signing in desk. A notice board
would also be placed here showing the building one way system and any other new
protocols.
2. Signs to be placed on both the left hand side doors saying Entrance Only and on the reverse
No Exit. Signs to be placed on the right hand doors saying No Entry and on the reverse Exit
Only.
3. All furniture to be removed. Water cooler to either be removed or put back into service
4. Doorguard to be installed. A sign to be put up explaining the rules when entering the
Birchall Centre regarding social distancing.
5. Doorguard to be installed on corridor door. All furniture to be removed. A marked 2metre
square to be installed as a passing place. Hand sanitiser station to be installed at the
entrance to the lab.
6. Gents toilet to have every other urinal closed off. Every other sink closed off in both the
ladies and the gents.
7. Appropriate directional signs to be placed at the top and bottom of each staircase.
8. Sign on door to say only person in the room to use the photocopier at a time. Hand sanitiser
to be placed by the photocopier or outside the door.
9. Sign on the corridor explaining no one way system and a marked waiting space. A sign on
the XRD room door with basic rules such as one person at a time. Clutter to be removed
from corridor. Fire exit to be considered as a way out. (The door will have to be upgraded
for this to happen.) Hand sanitiser to be installed outside of lab entrance.
10. Sign explaining 2m not possible. Basic Lab rules on the door. Hand sanitiser station to be
placed at lab entry.

11. Signs to be put on every lift entry point saying not for personnel and service lift only
12. One way system to go around the pillar. Sign on lab door explaining rules. Hand sanitiser
station at the entrance.

13. Door to LJ0.26 to be wedged open (this may have to be readdressed once teaching starts).
14. Sign to be put on all doors to the stairwells in the atrium saying down only. Stairs and
stairwells to be labelled accordingly.

15. Sign to say one way system doesn’t apply and to use waiting area. Doors to be wedged
open. 2m waiting area to be marked on the room. All furniture to be removed.
16. Hand sanitiser station to be installed outside the door. Sign on door to explain rules such as
one at a time.
17. Entrance Sign to be put on the left hand door and No Entry on the right. Hand sanitiser
station to be installed next to entrance door.
18. Barrier to be put up saying no entry past this point.
19. Door from corridor wedged open
20. Door wedged open
21. Sign on door regarding kitchen. Remove microwave, fridge? One person at a time, one way
through into LJ1.25. LJ1.25 furniture to be rearranged to be socially distant.
22. Photocopier room to be either closed off or wedged open with hand sanitiser provided.
23. Toilet either to be closed off or vacant/engaged slider to be fixed.
24. Left hand door to say entrance and right hand door to say exit. Hand sanitiser to be installed
by entrance.
25. Same hand sanitiser can be used as for LJ1.29. One way in and out through LJ1.33 to be
considered.
26. Sign needed to say there’s no one-way system.
27. Sign explaining there is no one way system once you go up the stairs and to use the waiting
areas
28. Door guards to be installed on both sets of double doors. Break area to become waiting
area. Chairs on the landing to be removed.
29. Toilet door from corridor to be wedged open.

